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'T iHE co-ordination of commercial strength, architectural vision and engineer-
A
 ing skill which created this titanic quadruple office building represents
the motive and creative force which has turned the eyes of the world toward
this type of American architecture.
This, the largest office building in the world, possesses fundamentally
magnificent largeness in its conception, and a clean-cut directness in its ex-
ecution which place it among the most significant of American buildings.
With such existing structural achievements no architectural future is impos-
sible, no project too vast or too complex to come readily to our imagination.
Certainly modern invention—modern engineering skill and organization,
will prove more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future.
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The Nation 9s Memorial to
Abraham Lincoln
Washington, D9 C.
CEVENTEEN thousand pounds of
^ ARMCO Ingot Iron was used in
making the skylights of this famous
structure. The architects adjudged it the
very best material for the purpose—they
were building for permanence.
The
American Rolling Mill Co.
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO
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Radial Loads
Not only
Thrust Loads \
ROLLER BEARINGS
Rarely is an anti-friction bearing so favored as to need
nothing more than the ability to carry pure radial (straight
up-and-down) loads.
In an automobile, if the car tilts even slightly sidewise, or
swings corners, there is side-thrust added to the normal
up-and-down (radial) loads. In a machine, even when
there is no other thrust, merely the running of a belt on a
crown pulley imposes thrust.
As a matter of fact, an anti-friction bearing cannot pretend
to be all-capable unless it carries the endless varieties of
combined thrust and radial loads, present in nearly all
bearing mountings.
Timken Tapered Roller Bearings do inherently provide
this essential Dual Duty capacity, and the same principle
gives Timkens their famous quality of adjustability for the
wear that must follow motion.
The engineer of today finds no greater aids to the more
efficient design and operation of machinery than Timken
Tapered Roller Bearings. As your experience grows Tim-
ken ability may give you good reason to concur in Timken
ascendency in all mechanical engineering fields.
The Timken Roller Bearing Co
CANTON, OHIO
But all
Combinations
of both
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